TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
AUGUST 2020
VIRTUAL COMMENCEMENT

Saturday, August 8, 2020
10:00 a.m.

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

MAIN CEREMONY
The main ceremony will be streamed beginning at 10:00 a.m.

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS Provost Bourgeois

REMARKS Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

CONFERRING OF DEGREES President Trauth

CLOSING MUSIC

COLLEGE CEREMONIES
At the conclusion of the main ceremony, graduates and guests may select their desired ceremony video to hear remarks from the dean as well as the calling of graduate names.

THE GRADUATE COLLEGE
COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS
McCoy COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

AWARDS
Recognition of award winners.

Texas State University does not discriminate on the basis of disability in the recruitment and admissions of students or in the operation of any of its programs and activities.
Virtual Commencement

Texas State will hold virtual commencement ceremonies for spring and summer 2020 graduates on Saturday, August 8, 2020. The ceremonies will be available on the commencement website.

The main ceremony, containing traditional ceremony elements such as degree conferral and remarks from President Trauth and Provost Bourgeois, will be streamed beginning at 10:00 a.m. CDT. Immediately following the main ceremony, individual college ceremonies will be available on the same website for viewing. These individual college ceremonies will contain remarks from the respective deans and a slide for graduates displaying their name, degree, and other achievements that are traditionally recognized at commencement. All ceremonies will remain available for viewing at a later time.

Commencement and Graduation

Commencement is a ceremony in which graduates are recognized for their academic achievements. The commencement program and virtual commencement ceremonies reflect the name and degree of each graduate as well as the honors designation based on data available at the time of publication. Therefore, this program should not be considered an official list of graduates.

Pride and Tradition

Commencement is an important rite of passage with many time-honored traditions. From the ceremonial mace to the gown worn by graduates, every detail of a commencement ceremony is steeped in pride and tradition. To read more about commencement traditions at Texas State, please visit the commencement website.

This commencement program is available for viewing online on the commencement website.

We look forward to joining our Bobcat family for August 2020 Virtual Commencement.

Congratulations, graduates!
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DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS

MARTINEZ-PRATHER, KATHY ERIN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Criminal Justice
Dissertation Title: *Texas Disciplinary Alternative Education Programs: An Empirical Basis for Effective Practices and Support Systems*
Research Professor: Dr. Christine S. Sellers, School of Criminal Justice

ROTHSTEIN, STEPHAN J.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Criminal Justice
Dissertation Title: *Temporal Patterns for Burglar Alarms and Police-Coded Burglaries*
Research Professor: Dr. Marcus K. Felson, School of Criminal Justice

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

CARTER, JILL MARIE
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education
Dissertation Title: *TESOL Instructors’ Perceptions and Praxis Teaching Adult Emergent Readers*
Research Professor: Dr. Clarena Larrotta, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

CAVAZOS, MICHELLE MARIE
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in School Improvement
Dissertation Title: *Exploring the Phenomenon of Public School Principals in Texas Who Stay at a Title I School For Five or More Years*
Research Professor: Dr. Rolf Jacob Straubhaar, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

DONG, THYMAI TINA
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education
Dissertation Title: *Mutual Vulnerability: Deepening Human Interconnectedness in Cross-Racial Relationships*
Research Professor: Dr. Ann Brooks, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

ELLIOTT, KERRY MADSEN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education
Dissertation Title: *Relationship of Institutional Support to Online Graduate Learning*
Research Professor: Dr. Robert F. Reardon, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

FUGGS, REBA LORET
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education
Dissertation Title: *Faculty Perceptions: Diversity and Justice in the University Classroom*
Research Professors: Dr. Robert F. Reardon, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology and Dr. Emily J. Summers, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
HEWETT, ELIZABETH LORIANE
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Developmental Education
Dissertation Title: *Traditional-Age, First-Generation College Women: The Influence of Interpersonal Relationships on Their Academic Experiences*
Research Professor: Dr. Sonya Lee Armstrong, Department of Curriculum and Instruction

LAPINA SALAZAR, ANGELINA
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education
Dissertation Title: *Does Exposure to Problem-Based Learning Strategies Increase Postformal Thought and Need for Cognition in Higher Education Students? A Quasi-Experimental Study*
Research Professors: Dr. Joellen E. Coryell and Dr. Larry R. Price, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

DOCTORAL CANDIDATE, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

BUSCHA, CONNIE ANN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geography
Dissertation Title: *US Military Places and Spaces as Geographics of Care and the Battle Against Military Sexual Violence*
Research Professor: Dr. John P. Tiefenbacher, Department of Geography

SZPAKOWSKI, DAVID MATTHEW
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geography
Dissertation Title: *Fire Risk, Burn Severity, and Vegetation Recovery for the Berry Fire, Grand Teton National Park*
Research Professor: Dr. Jennifer Jensen, Department of Geography

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

ANDERSON, JONATHAN W.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: *Characterization of Diamond-Semiconductor Interfaces*
Research Professor: Dr. Edwin L. Piner, Department of Physics

ANDERSON, JOYCE HARRINGTON
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: *Measurement of Thermal Conductivity of Gold Nanofilms and Nanowires*
Research Professor: Dr. Mark W. Holtz, Department of Physics

CUI, XIAOWEN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Mathematics Education
Dissertation Title: *Exploring the Instructional Coherence of Introduction to Fractions in Chinese Classrooms*
Research Professors: Dr. Maria Alejandra Sorto and Dr. Hiroko K. Warshauer, Department of Mathematics

GUYOT, LAYLA
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Mathematics Education
Dissertation Title: *Transition Between Education and Profession: Experiences of Statisticians*
Research Professor: Dr. Alexander White, Department of Mathematics
JAFARI NODOUSHAN, EMAD
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: Microscopic Flow of Viscoelastic Wormlike Micellar Solutions Through Contraction Geometries
Research Professor: Dr. Namwon Kim, Ingram School of Engineering

KALLAGUNTA, HARISH SAI PRASAD
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: Penetration Behavior of Composite Structures Modified with Surface Treated Nanoparticles
Research Professors: Dr. Jitendra S. Tate, Ingram School of Engineering and Dr. Gary W. Beall, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

KOEHNE, CHRISTINA RENEE
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Mathematics Education
Dissertation Title: Elementary Preservice Teachers’ Conceptions of and Reflections on Student Autonomous Problem-Solving and Mathematical Practices
Research Professors: Dr. Max L. Warshauer and Dr. Hiroko K. Warshauer, Department of Mathematics

LEBLANC, ELIZABETH GISELLE
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: Band Gap Engineering Studies of PbTe, SnTe, and CdSeTe for CdTe Solar Cell Applications
Research Professor: Dr. Thomas H. Myers, Department of Physics

MIA, MD DALIM
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: Growth and Characterization of Ga2O3, (Ga1-xGdx)2O3 & (Ga1-xFex)2O3 Thin Films by Pulsed Laser Deposition
Research Professor: Dr. Ravindranath Droopad, Ingram School of Engineering

MITCHELL, ZACHARY ADAM
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Aquatic Resources and Integrative Biology
Dissertation Title: The Role of Life History Strategies and Drying Events in Shaping Mussel Communities: A Multiscale Approach
Research Professor: Dr. Astrid Nadine Schwalb, Department of Biology

YING, YUANFANG
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: Hydrous Cobalt-Iridium Oxide Two-Dimensional Nanoframes as High Activity and Stability Acidic Oxygen Evolution Catalysts
Research Professor: Dr. Christopher Peter Rhodes, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
PROFESSIONAL DOCTORATE CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Longoria, Paola Beatrice; DPT

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS

Arnold, Emily Elise; MS
Brown, Cody Rey; MS
Cummings, Jessica Maeghan; MSW
Downs, Alicia Anne; MS
Dsouza, Amanda Grace; MSW
Erwin, Sean Nicole; MSW
Fuller, Chase W.; MSCJ
Furbush, Robert A.; MSCJ
Gomez, Mark Andrew; MSCJ
Grajeda, Karina Alexandra; MSCJ
Hardin-Turner, Ashley Elizabeth; MSW
Hawkins, Kassandra L.; MSW
Hernandez, Manuel Daniel; MSCJ
Herron, Heather Ann Marie; MSW
Jimenez, Jalen Jeneveve; MSW
Le, Anastasia T.; MS
Maltos Hernandez, Mabel A.; MSW
Martinez, Michelle; MSW
Martinez, Richard Pierre; MSW
McGurgan, Lynn W.; MS
Munoz, Luis H.; MSW
Noon, Bailey Ann; MS
Oliver, James Richard; MS
Pardinek, Brent A.; MSCJ
Parks, Ashlyn Lee; MSW
Pyle, Kathryne E.; MSW
Randolph, Dylan Lorene; MSIS
Rea, Rafea Sultana; MS
Stacavich, Lisa Marie; MSIS
Suarez Ahumada, Zaira Fabiola; MS
Upchurch, Masyn A.; MS
Vincent-Gobble, Sheridan Emily; MS
West, Gracie Katherine; MS

MAJOR'S CANDIDATES, MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Akula, Rajesh; MBA
Barnes, Nyal Amir; MAcy
Brasher, Elizabeth Lacy; MBA
Brinkley, Shane L.; MBA
Broussard, Autumn Renee; MBA
Busch, Gillian Marie; MBA
Campbell, Nadejda; MBA
Claus, Bonnie L.; MS
Fick, Hayley Mae; MBA
Froat, Nicholas Andrew; MBA
Hodge, Christie Lee; MBA
Konisberg, Ariella Genet; MBA
Lindsey, Logan M.; MBA
Lozano, Ismael; MS
Mesquias, Angela Rose; MBA
Phan, Anh Duc; MBA
Pinzon Reyes, Alexis Victoria; MAcy
Requenez, Brandon Andrew; MAcy
Sohaney, Amanda Elizabeth; MBA
Whitehead, J’Nai LaTresse; MS

MAJOR'S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Achorn, Kimberly Joan; MA
Aldae, Shuka Nargess; MA
Angualan, Chieamy Pearl; MEd
Barker, Rachel Elizabeth; MEd
Beeler, Sarah Jane; MEd
Bipes, Jennifer Ann; MEd
Bottiglieri, Marina Danielle; MA
Charlesworth, Cassadie Petersen; MEd
Chavez, Desi Suzann; MEd
Chavira, Cassandra Jo; MEd
Coates, Haley Brooke; MS
Cole, Andrew M.; MS
Duffy, Shelby Elizabeth; MA
Finley, Shannon Marie; MEd
Garza, Julie A.; MEd
Garza, Kassandra; MEd
Guzman-Flores, Jocelyn; MEd
Hartley, Julia Deanne; MEd
Herndon, Kathryn Raynee; MEd
Hinson, Megan Danielle; MEd
Hopson, Knachelle A.; MEd
Horsley, Meghan Elizabeth; MEd
Jackson, Phillip Andrew; MEd
Johnson, Haillie Elise; MEd
Le Jeune, Mindy D.; MA
Lewis, Victoria Rose; MEd
Lopez Granados, Maricruz; MEd
Lopez, Daniel Benjamin; MEd
Majni, Victoria; MEd
Mendoza, Monica Ashley; MS
Miller, Logan Grace; MSRLS
Mueller, Makayla Hope; MEd
Murphy, Ryan Patrick; MEd
Naults, Lonvis Dail; MSRLS
Neal, Marian Leslie; MEd
Olson, Taylor; MSRLS
Opiela, Heather Nicole; MEd
Ortiz, Nicole Amber; MEd
Pineda, Alexis Renee; MEd
Pope, Charlandra Veronica; MEd
Richardson, Kayla Molique; MEd
Roohms, Shelbi Hunter; MEd
Sahad, Mariel; MA
Serrano Vazquez, Juan Luis; MEd
Sherrell, Meghan Elizabeth; MEd
Smith, Sara Ashley; MS
Solano, Victoria M.; MEd
Stratton, Carissa Lynn; MSRLS
Stratton, Tiffany Teal; MEd
Tarter, Sean Douglas; MEd
Tatum, Lyndsey Barney; MEd
Taylor, Margaret Zuzolo; MA
VanZandt, Taylor; MEd
Vodihn, Tara; MSRLS
Wallace, Emily Morgan; MEd
Weltzin, Elizabeth Ann; MEd
Wier, Megan Rene; MEd
Zimmerman, Victoria; MEd

MAJOR’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION

Bergman, Daniel Thomas; MM
Buck, Mikaela M.; MFA
Gibson, Monica Pasut; MFA
Grill, Magan; MM
Haefer, Nathaniel Andrew; MFA
Kim, Karissa; MM
Mainor, Kelly Ashton; MA
Mitschke, Sara Basha; MFA
Person, Daniel Walter; MM
Peterson, Brittany Lynn; MM
Smith, Phillip Andrew; MM
Valdez Espinoza, Pedro; MM
MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Arredondo, Jason D.; MHA
Brar, Shaneel Kaur; MHA
Brown, Jon Robert; MHA
Cormier, Kaleigh Paige; MHA
Fohn, Joanna Therese; MHA
Gutierrez, Guillermo; MHA
Kindred, Brady Anderson; MHA
Nunez Patlan, Evangelina; MHA
Patel, Krupa Rajendrakumar; MHA
Patel, Saloni Chaitanyabhai; MHA
Rosenberg, Matthew Aaron; MHA
Umunnakwe, Jr., Gilson Chinozie Junior; MHA
Wilson, Nakia Danielle; MHA
Zipp, Stephanie Marie; MHA

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Amoussa, Latifou Abiodi; MS
Bansemer, Katherine Ann; MA
Benbow, Caronarda Fernanda; MPA
Bermea, Megan M.; MPA
Berry, Nora Wynne; MA
Brooks, Sarah Elizabeth; MAGeo
Chang, Yu Chen; MS
Contreras, Rodrigo; MA
Cothran, Gabrielle Reagan; MFA
Daly, Sarah Elizabeth; MPA
Demers, Mia; MPA
Douglas, Victoria Lynn; MA
Eby, III, Robert Freeman; MS
Edwards, Hannah Lynn; MA
Farrell, Sean P.; MA
Felipe, Lauren Brooke; MS
Garcilazo, German Amnulfo; MA
Gonzalez, Araceli; MPA
Greive, Henry James; MA
Hartfield, Kimberly Nicole; MA
Hauser, Ariana; MPA
Hernandez Semprun, Eduardo E.; MA
Hernandez, Maximiliano Guillermo
Martinez; MA
Hernandez, Rebeca-Kimberly Wiser; MA
Hinojosa, Christopher Steven; MS
Humada, Daniel; MA
Kinchen, David Warren; MPA
Kniec, IV, Theodore B.; MA
LaFollette, Sierra Marann; MA
LeMeillear, Bryan Anthony; MPA
Lemus, Alejandra Guadalupe; MA
Lyman, John Hawes; MAGeo
Martinez, Samantha Ann; MPA
Matthews, Brian Patrick; MPA
McCutcheon, James Junior; MA
Medina, Jeremy Quinn; MAGeo
Medrano, Stephanie; MA
Moreno, Pedro Fabian; MA
Nickels, Charlotte Ashley; MA
Oakes, Amy Lyn; MA
Parris, Reagan Lynn; MA
Pemboh, Wilson Yaw; MA
Pena, Belinda; MS
Pierce, Sarah Alice; MA
Prejean, Chandler; MA
Ramirez, Eric John; MA
Raysey, James Oliver; MA
Reyes, Dezerae Denise; MA
Robertson-Gordon, Eric Kyle; MA
Robey, Alexandra E.; MPA
Salaymeh, Andrea Nicole; MPA
Schmader, Lourdes Elizabeth; MA
Segura, Sara M.; MA
Spiehler, Alyse Elizabeth; MA
Stanley, Brendan Charles; MA
Stern, Mark Joseph; MA
Sutherland, II, Peter John; MA
Trevino, Hannah Nicole; MA
Tyner, Tamara Lane; MA
West-Isreal, Beatrice Jolly, MA
Williams, Chad David; MS
Wilson, Courtney Augusta; MA
Wilson, Eric Tyler; MA Geo
Wooldridge, Daniel C.; MA

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Aguirre, Lupita Sarah; MS
Ahmadi, Abid; MS
Albiter, Luis Alfredo; MS
Arigabawbo, Oluwasola Kofoworola; MS
Beran, Deborah Anne; MS
Bereck, Connor Thomas; MS
Bicak, Zeljia; MS
Bond, Alan Thomas; MS
Bowlisby, Michaela Beth; MS
Brushaber, Robert Philip; MS
Cho, Young Kee; MS
Davis, Chelsea Savannah; MS
Dollison, Lydia Victoria; MS
Fitzgerald, O’Taveon Ray; MS
Gnidehoue, Houdji Hillary Celeste; MS
Hayes, Kayla Jo; MS
Hebert, David Donald; MS
Jemal, III, Mauricio Arturo; MS
Joseph Prabhakar, Sushmitha Mercy; MS
Khakurel, Nischal; MS
Kimmel, Samuel Whitfield; MS
Koppula, Mounika; MS
Kumari, Anshu; MS
Liu, Yiqian; MS
Martinez, Melody Anaiiz; MS
Marty, Bria Noelle; MS
Messick, Jared A.; MS
Miller, Joseph Edward; MS
Moghimi, Faraz; MS
Ochoa-Madrid, Eglal Kimberly; MS
Randolph, Otto Christian Pearce Fitz; MS
Rane, Shweta; MS
Renner, Joshua D.; MS
Sah, Hos Narayan; MS
Shelby, Jennifer A.; MS
Sudarsan, Madhusudan; MS
Tenebe, Imokhai Theophilus; MS
Tulimili, Navya Sree; MS
Wu, Huan; MS
Zohra, Fatema Tuz; MS
AGUIRRE, LUPITA SARAH
Effects of Magnesium Reduction on the Structure and Electrical Properties of Tantalum Oxide Aerogels
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Christopher Peter Rhodes, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

AHMAD, ABID
Design and Application of Conformal Magnetic and Graphene Waveguide Antenna
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Yihong Chen, Ingram School of Engineering

ALBITER, LUIS ALFREDO
Effect of Thermal Treatment on Structure and Properties of Niobium Oxide Aerogels as Electrolyzer Catalyst Supports
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Christopher Peter Rhodes, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

ARIGBABOWO, OLUWASOLA KOFOWOROLA
Developing an Electrostatic Discharge Polyamide 6 Nanocomposite for 3D Printing
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Jitendra S. Tate, Ingram School of Engineering

BERRY, NORA WYNNE
Breaking In-To Pottery: An Analysis of the Ceramic Assemblage at Huaca del Loro
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Christina Conlee, Department of Anthropology

BICAK, ZELIHA
Modeling a Causal Relationship Between Poisson Processes
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Alexander White, Department of Mathematics

BOND, ALAN THOMAS
Investigations into Huffmanela (Nematoda: Trichosomoididae): New Populations, Life Cycles, and Eggshell Ultrastructure
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. David G. Huffman, Department of Biology

BOWLSBY, MICHAELA BETH
Repellent Activity of Deet, Icaridin, Permethrin, Lemon Eucalyptus Oil (Corymbia citriodora), and Tea Tree Oil (Melaleuca alternifolia) Against Ornithodoros Turicata Nymphs
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Ivan Castro-Arellano, Department of Biology

BRUSHABER, ROBERT PHILIP
Modification of Fused Filament Fabrication Printer to Print High Temperature Thermoplastics to Improve Z-Strength
Thesis Committee Co-Chairs: Dr. Jitendra S. Tate and Dr. Namwon Kim, Ingram School of Engineering

BUCK TJARKS, MIKAELA M.
Feminine, by Design: A Societal Impact Study of Communication Design on Gender Bias in Toy Package Branding
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Omari Abijah Souza, School of Art and Design

COTHTRAN, GABRIELLE REAGAN
Crosswalk
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Kathleen C. Peirce, Department of English

DAVIS, CHELSEA SAVANNAH
Inhibition of Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase p38α by Rooperol and Analogues
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Sean Michael Kerwin, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
DOLLISON, LYDIA VICTORIA  
Synthesis of Lydiamycin and Its Binding Affinity to G-quadruplex DNA  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Sean Michael Kerwin, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

DOUGLAS, VICTORIA LYNN  
Mental Health Advocacy Through Personal Narrative and Emotions  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Eric Wallace Leake, Department of English

EBY, III, ROBERT FREEMAN  
Campus Sustainability Plans: A Descriptive Analysis of Sustainability Plans from Institutions of Higher Education in the United States  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Nandhini Rangarajan, Department of Political Science

EDWARDS, HANNAH LYNN  
A Local Level Quantitative Study of the Relationship Between Foreign-Born Populations and Carbon Footprint  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Matthew T. Clement, Department of Sociology

FARRELL, SEAN P.  
New Excavations of Late Pleistocene Deposits at Bonfire Shelter: A Geoarchaeological Approach to Determining the Origins of Bone Bed 1  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. James David Kilby, Department of Anthropology

FITZGERALD, O'TAVEON RAY  
Impact of DNA End Structure and Cellular Growth Phase on DNA Repair by Nonhomologous End-Joining (NHEJ) in Saccharomyces cerevisiae  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Lysle Lewis, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

GRAJEDA, KARINA ALEXANDRA  
Hispanic/Latino(a)s Fear of Crime in Comparison to White Males and Females  
Thesis Committee Co-Chairs: Dr. Scott W. Bowman and Dr. Sean Patrick Roche, School of Criminal Justice

HAEFNER, NATHANIEL ANDREW  
Ubiquitous Design: A Study of Popular Fonts and Typographic Understanding  
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Claudia Roeschmann, School of Art and Design

HARTFIELD, KIMBERLY NICOLE  
Cultural Mismatch: First-Generation College Students, Academic Performance, and Mental Health  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Nathan W. Pino, Department of Sociology

HAYES, KAYLA JO  
Comparing Life History Traits and Responses to Environmental Variation Between Mussel Species in the San Saba River  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Astrid Nadine Schwalb, Department of Biology

HEBERT, DAVID DONALD  
Oxidative and Non-Oxidative Approaches to High Molecular Weight Ether-Substituted Polythiophenes  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Jennifer A. Irvin, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

HERNANDEZ SEMPRUN, EDUARDO E.  
Prosodic Differences Between English Monolinguals and Spanish-English Bilinguals  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Kristen Tooley, Department of Psychology

HERNANDEZ, RABECCA-KIMBERLY WISER  
College Risky/Hazardous Drinking: Understanding How Aspects of Patient-Provider Communication Relate to the Likelihood of Brief Provider Intervention  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Kelly B. Haskard Zolnierek, Department of Psychology
HINOJOSA, CHRISTOPHER STEVEN  
Arctic Sea Ice and Large-Scale Atmospheric Teleconnections Associated with Greenland Blocking  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Yanan Li, Department of Geography

JEMAL, III, MAURICIO ARTURO  
Synthesis of CAPA and its Analogues for Analysis of Anti-Cancer Activity, and Computational Docking of CAPE, CAPA and Analogues with the DRS of p38α  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Sean Michael Kerwin, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

JOSEPH PRABHAKAR, SUSHMITHA MERCY  
An Accelerated Test Method to Evaluate Cementitious Mixtures Subjected to Chemical Sulfate Attack  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Federico Macias Aguayo, Department of Engineering Technology

KHAKUREL, NISCHAL  
Hole Transport Layer Optimization for Methylammonium Lead Iodide Photovoltaic Cell  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Alexander Zakhidov, Department of Physics

KIMMEL, SAMUEL WHITFIELD  
Metal Substitution Within Nanostructured Nickel Hydroxides for Aqueous Rechargeable Nickel-Zinc Batteries  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Christopher Peter Rhodes, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

LAFOLLETTE, SIERRA MARANN  
The Kavanaugh Confirmation Hearing as Post-Truth Political Rhetoric and Its Reliance on Ethos and Pathos  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Eric Wallace Leake, Department of English

LEMUS, ALEJANDRA GUADALUPE  
Examining the Relationship Between English Proficiency and Health Care Experiences in the United States  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Toni Terling Watt, Department of Sociology

LIU, YIQIAN  
Out-Of-Core Graph Coloring Algorithm  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Martin Burtscher, Department of Computer Science

MARTINEZ, MELODY ANAIZ  
Environmental Effects of Nitrite on Goldfish (Carassius auratus) Communication  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Maria del Mar Huertas Pau, Department of Biology

MARTY, BRIA NOELLE  
Public Perceptions of Spiders and Identifying Trends in Community Science Participation  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Kristy Lynn Daniel, Department of Biology

MEDRANO, STEPHANIE  
Fluctuating Asymmetry: A Craniofacial Comparison to Better Understand Central American and Mexican Migration  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Martha K. Spradley, Department of Anthropology

MENDOZA, MONICA ASHLEY  
A 4-Week Neuromuscular Stimulation Intervention on Skeletal Muscle Fatigue in Older Adults  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Joni A. Mettler, Department of Health and Human Performance

MESSICK, JARED A.  
Endangered Species Conservation and Private Landowners: Investigating Landowner Participation in a Safe Harbor Agreement  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Christopher Serenari, Department of Biology
MILLER, JOSEPH EDWARD
Improving Alignment of Kinematically Coupled Polymer Microfluidic Modules by Modularization of Coupling Features
Thesis Committee Co-Chairs: Dr. Namwon Kim, Ingram School of Engineering and Dr. Byoung Hee You, Department of Engineering Technology

MILLER, LOGAN GRACE
An Examination of the Status of Equine Assisted Activities and Therapies in Recreation Therapy
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Janet S. Hodges, Department of Health and Human Performance

MITSCHKE, SARA BASHA
Lost on the Trail: Investigating Hiking Wayfinding and Trail Navigation Within the National Parks
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Omari Abijah Souza, School of Art and Design

MOGHIMI, FARAZ
A Comprehensive Economic Analysis of Vertical Farming: Quantitative Model and a Decision Support System for the Competitive Marketplace
Thesis Committee Co-Chairs: Dr. Bahram Asiabanpour, Ingram School of Engineering and Dr. Hamed Ghoddusi, Stevens Institute of Technology

OAKES, AMY LYN
Idols and Otokoyaku: The Influences of Gender and Politics on Fans of Japanese Performing Arts
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Audwin L. Anderson, Department of Sociology

OCHOA-MADRID, ECLA KIMBERLY
Analyzing Physics Students’ Ethical Reasoning During a Unit on the Development of the Atomic Bomb: A Call for Macro-Ethical Discussions in the Physics Classroom
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Alice R. Olmstead, Department of Physics

OLIVER, JAMES RICHARD
Improving Healthfulness of Catered Events for Employees at a University
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Sylvia L. Crixell, School of Family and Consumer Sciences

PIERCY, SARAH ALICE
Composition Pedagogies for Generation Z
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Rebecca L. Jackson, Department of English

RAMSEY, JAMES OLIVER
Bonfire Shelter: A Zooarchaeological Reevaluation of Bone Bed 2
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. James David Kilby, Department of Anthropology

RANDOLPH, OTTO CHRISTIAN PEARCE FITZ
Smart Renewable Energy Allocation and Consumption in an Off-Grid Vertical Farming System
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Bahram Asiabanpour, Ingram School of Engineering

REA, RAFAA SULTANA
Effects of Amorphous Silica on Growth and Nutrients Accumulation in Lettuce (Lactuca sativa)
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Kenneth D. Mix, Department of Agricultural Sciences

RENNER, JOSHUA D.
Evaluating Structure Class and Construction Effects on Wildlife Use of Road Underpasses
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Michael Clay Green, Department of Biology
REYES, DEZERAE DENISE
*Dress Code Policies, Race, Exclusion, and the Cultural Economy in Austin and San Marcos, Texas*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. David R. Dietrich, Department of Sociology

SCHMADER, LOURDES ELIZABETH
“*Ese Brote de Llanto y Melancolía*: Una Indagación Emocional Sobre el Suicidio en la Obra de Medardo Ángel Silva
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Carlos Abreu Mendoza, Department of World Languages and Literatures

SMITH, SARA ASHLEY
*Determinants of Intention to Engage in Flood Mitigation Behaviors: An Analysis of Student Response at Texas State University*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Jeff M. Housman, Department of Health and Human Performance

SPIEHLER, ALYSE ELIZABETH
*Virtues for a Growing World*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Robert W. Fischer, Department of Philosophy

STANLEY, BRENDAN CHARLES
*The Dawning of Creation in the Central Mexican Highlands: Interpreting Olmec Style Symbolism at the Formative Period Sites of Chalcatzingo, Oxtotitlán, and Juxtlahuaca*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Frank K. Reilly, Department of Anthropology

STERN, MARK JOSEPH
*Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation and the Enhancement of Working Memory*
Thesis Committee Co-Chairs: Dr. Rebecca Gwynne Deason and Dr. Logan Thomas Trujillo, Department of Psychology

STRATTON, CARISSA LYNN
*How Students with Intellectual Disability Receive Community Recreation Participation Skills During Transition Planning: A Study on Teacher Perceptions*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Janet S. Hodges, Department of Health and Human Performance

SUDARSA, MADHUSUDAN
*Using Wearable Sensors to Evaluate Material Handling Operator’s Fatigue in Repetitive Activities: A Design of Experiments Approach*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Jesus Jimenez, Ingram School of Engineering

TENEBE, IMOKHAI THEOPHILUS
*Multivariate Analyses of the Effects of Land Use Change on River Water Quality: Case Study of Manawatu River Watershed, New Zealand*
Thesis Committee Co-Chairs: Dr. Keisuke Ikehata, Ingram School of Engineering and Dr. Jason Paul Julian, Department of Geography

TYNER, TAMARA LANE
*Validating Isoscaping Methods: A Study of Oxygen, Strontium, and Sulfur*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Daniel J. Wescott, Department of Anthropology

WEST-ISRAEL, BEATRICE JOLLY
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Steven M. Wilson, Department of English

WILLIAMS, CHAD DAVID
*Student Housing Cooperatives and the University Neighborhood Overlay in Austin, Texas*
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Eric Ryan Sarmiento, Department of Geography
WILSON, COURTNEY AUGUSTA
The Effect of Self-Selected Music on Frontal Alpha Asymmetry After Experiencing a Cognitive Stressor
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Reiko Graham, Department of Psychology

ZOHRA, FATEMA TUZ
Design and Development of an Integrated Water System Combining Rainwater Harvesting System (RHS) And Atmospheric Water Generator (AWG)
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Bahram Asiabanpour, Ingram School of Engineering
COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS
T. Jaime Chahin, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Adams, Courtney Elizabeth; BSFCS
Aggelaki-Smith, Athena; BSCJ
Aguilar, Christine D.; BSCJ
Allen, De’Yanna Marselle; BSFCS
Anderson, Conner V.; BSCJ
Armendariz-Valero, Diana; BSAG
Arredondo, Jorge L.; BSAG
Baines, Jr., Dante Latroy; BSCJ
Balbuena, Abduali; BSCJ
Barnes, Teri; BSCJ
Baylor, Emmett R.; BSCJ
Belysheva, Anastasiya; BSCJ
Benford, Dominique Marie; BSCJ
Blair, Katherine B.; BSFCS
Blasingame, Brooke A.; BSFCS
Bolger, Carlisle; BSFCS
Brauer, Walter; BSFCS
Brooks, Taylor; BSFCS
Brown, Catherine Elizabeth; BSFCS
Brown, Cody; BSCJ
Brownell, Tyra; BSFCS
Buenrostro, Jaaziel; BSCJ
Byler, Erica Ann; BSFCS
Carillo, James R.; BSCJ
Carroll, Mary Kathleen; BSFCS
Cassiano, Siara Geraldine; BSCJ
Clark, Anna K.; BSFCS
Colon, Sabrina Chelsea; BSCJ
Conant, Kristin K.; BSFCS
Cotter, Zoe Leigh Walza; BSCJ
Countrman, Cory Taylor; BSCJ
De Fabry, Megan; BSFCS
deGraffenried, Conner N.; BSFCS
Dennis, Marie L.; BSFCS
Deshotel, Shawna T.; BSFCS
Drake, Shelby; BSFCS
Eastridge, Katelyn Nicole; BSCJ
Eckert, Jared M.; BSCJ
Escobar, Edith De Socoro; BSAG
Espinoza, Cynthia; BSFCS
Everett, David K.; BSCJ
Farber, Christopher Michael; BSFCS
Felts, III, John W.; BSCJ
Fonseca, Jaime N.; BSFCS
Francis, Rachel; BSFCS
Freiberg, Ellyn Kimberly; BSFCS
Friederich, Chloe; BSFCS
Fuentes, Ariadne Mirelli; BSCJ
Gallegos, Alejandra; BSFCS
Galloway, Olivia Claire; BSFCS
Garcia, Alexia Y.; BSAG
Garcia, Ava Anais Margot; BSFCS
Garcia, Chelsea; BSFCS
Garcia, Irene; BSFCS
Garnett, Madison Renee’; BSFCS
Garza, Carisa; BSFCS
Gold, Melissa Ann; BSAG
Gonzalez, Dina D.; BSAG
Gonzalez, Michelle Angela; BSFCS
Gonzalez, Vicente; BSCJ
Goodridge, Hayley; BSAG
Greschel, Brianna D.; BSFCS
Guevara, Sabrina; BSFCS
Hale, Austin; BSCJ
Harkey, Helen; BSAG
Herrera, Matthew; BSCJ
Hobbs, Jonathan Chase; BSCJ
Holly, Allie; BSFCS
Hughes, Rebecca; BSCJ
Hutchison, Alexandra Victoria; BSCJ
Hyde, Sierra R.; BSCJ
Jack, Abigail; BSAG
Jackson, Nazara T.; BSAG
Janak, Jacob; BSCJ
Jaramillo, Sarah; BSFCS
Jennings, Ashley; BSFCS
Kim, Christine; BSAG
King, Rebecca; BSFCS
Kirk, Sumi Mae; BSFCS
Kissmann, Bryndi Ashlin; BSFCS
Lembo, Sharon; BSFCS
Lines, Harrison J.; BSCJ
Loree, Kendall; BSAG
Lugo, Aihleena M.; BSFCS
Luna, Maria O.; BSCJ
Maloney, Megan Allen; BSFCS
Marck, Kaitlyn B.; BSCJ
Marthinson, Graham Joseph; BSAG
Martinez Almazan, Delia Alejandra; BSCJ
Martinez, Nissa; BSCJ
Martinez, Valeria; BSCJ
Mata Pacheco, Karla Cecilia; BSFCS
May, Lauren Ashlee; BSCJ
McCullough, Mary C.; BSFCS
McLaffon, Hope Mikel; BSFCS
McLemore, Bethany E.; BSFCS
Meinhardt Pacheco, Stephanie Del Carmen; BSFCS
Mejia, Dennise; BSCJ
Melendez, Antheon; BSCJ
Mendez, Maritza J.; BSCJ
Mendiola, Haley Jacqueline; BSAG
Mendoza, Sarah L.; BSCJ
Mitchener, Joshua; BSCJ
Monita, Carlie; BSCJ
Montemayor, Darrion A.; BSAG
Montez, Marissa Dolores; BSFCS
Montgomery, Shaporria; BSFCS
Mora, Danielle L.; BSCJ
Moya, Senor Antonio; BSCJ
Munoz, Luis Miguel; BSCJ
Murillo, Jr., Omar Alejandro; BSCJ
Navarro, David; BSCJ
Niblett, Roiy; BSFCS
Nixon, Jr., Gary Lee; BSCJ
Nolen, Jennie L.; BSAG
Nolen, Kayla A.; BSFCS
Oates, Jonathan Marquez; BSAG
Oliveros, Ariana G.; BSCJ
O’Shea, Megan; BSFCS
Osorio-Urquiza, Vanessa; BSFCS
Paige Maye, Jamarcus; BSCJ
Pape, Kaili; BSCJ
Peltier, Jack; BSCJ
Pena, Jacob Rene; BSAG
Perce, Joseph; BAAS
Phong, Valarie; BSFCS
Pistone, Dylan John; BSAG
Pitzler, Gabrielle Marie; BSFCS
Polk, Destiny L.; BSFCS
Porter, Ashlyn J.; BSFCS
Powell, Kevin; BSFCS
Pritchett, Kirsten; BSFCS
Puente, Steven; BSAG
Quezada, Alexis; BSFCS
Rab, Chandler R.; BSFCS
Ramirez Acevedo, Paloma Anaid; BSAG
Reid, Jr., James P.; BSCJ
Rocha, Chelsea Lynn; BSFCS
Rodriguez, Adrian A.; BSCJ
Rodriguez, Patsy; BSFCS
Rodriguez, Selena V.; BSCJ
Rodriguez, Allyson A.; BSFCS
Ruivivar, Madelynn B.; BSAG2
Rychlik, Jordan T.; BSFCS
Salinas, Angelique; BSCJ
Salinas, Patricia Mia; BSCJ
Sanchez, Janneth; BSFCS
Schneider, Savanna L.; BSFCS
Schoenebeck, Michelle R.; BAAS
Schwartz, Sonya E.; BSCJ
Searcy, Brandon Scott; BSFCS
Silva, Cesar; BSCJ
Singleton, Clarissa Elizabeth; BSFCS
Smith, Lawrence J.; BSCJ
Solomon, Alexis; BSFCS
Springfield, Cydney J.; BSFCS
Stambaugh, Kathryn C.; BSCJ
Staskavage, Sophia J.; BSFCS
Sykora, Rhett; BSAG
Taylor, Johnathan; BSFCS
Thomas, Quabrick Keynard; BSCJ
Trevino, Savannah Marie; BSFCS
Turner, Noah A.; BSAG
Underwood, Ashlyn Taylor; BSCJ
Valle, Vanessa; BSFCS
Vargas Urquiza, Melissa; BSCJ
Vaughn Bell, Brianna; BSCJ
Vazquez, Tania; BSFCS
Vega, Irving Cesar; BSFCS
Villanueva, Ana K.; BSAG
Webb, Caroline Rosemary; BSFCS
Weiner, Moriah; BSFCS
Whitley, Justin G.; BSCJ1
Williams Calderon, Kierra Latrece; BSCJ
Williams, Danielle; BAAS
Williams, Ryan; BSCJ
Young, Haley; BSFCS
Zamora Salgado, Sofia; BSFCS

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Adehena, Dagem T.; BBA
Adhikari, Namrata; BBA
Aguero, Lauren Elizabeth; BBA
Aguirre, Ariessy Montserrat; BBA
Aldaco, Eric M.; BBA
Alejos, Andrew; BBA
Alhussain, Khalid; BBA
Alvarado, Andrew; BBA
Anderson, Trevor E.; BBA
Angehr, Jarod; BBA
Archer, Macy K.; BBA
Arriaga, Daniel J.; BBA
Atteberry, Matthew; BBA
Austlander, Tyler; BBA
Avelar, Giselle; BBA
Avila Flores, Nataly D.; BBA
Aviles, Gerardo; BBA
Azzam, Koteiba; BBA
Baez Javier, Cesar Julian; BBA
Bailey, Samantha Georgia; BBA
Balej, Jacob A.; BBA
Banda, Raven L.; BBA
Barreiro, Michael E.; BBA
Baum, Alexander Michael; BBA
Beadle, Noah B.; BBA
Beard, Eric; BBA
Bedell, Nicholas; BBA
Bell, Darrian Lashaun; BBA
Bernd, Kevin; BBA
Berryhill, James Parker; BBA
Berzsenyi, Collin G.; BBA
Blanchard, Patrick; BBA
Blatney, Daniel A.; BBA
Bluhm, Kevin R.; BBA
Bohn, Stephanie Ann; BBA
Bolling, Ill, Garnie; BBA
Booth, Haley Nicole; BBA
Borer, Tyler Martin; BBA
Boutin, Rachel K.; BBA
Boxie, Raven; BBA
Brand, Harrison; BBA
Brandes, Katherine Rene; BBA
Briseno, IV, Jose Luis; BBA
Brockhoff, Cameron J.; BBA
Brown, Nicholas; BBA
Bruner, Hannah J.; BBA
Bui, Nguyet; BBA
Buie, Peyton Allen; BBA
Butcher, Joseph P.; BBA
Campbell, Christian; BBA
Cantu, Marissa Yvette; BBA
Carney, Shane Patrick; BBA
Carrillo, Jr., Roberto; BBA
Carter, Gabrielle Alyssa; BBA
Castillo, Lesly E.; BBA
Centers, Blake Edward; BBA
Cervantes, Julie Ann; BBA
Chambers, Jazmin Monet; BBA
Chavez, Adriana; BBA
Chevez, John; BBA
Clark, Kamri Paige; BBA
Cloud, Jeremy Eugene; BBA
Coester, Nickolas J.; BBA
Coffey, Chandler; BBA
Coffing, Jacob Hayne; BBA
Conrad, Max A.; BBA
Cooper, Ryan P.; BBA
Coquis, Nicholas Andres; BBA
Cravey, Torri; BBA
Cruz, Domingo A.; BBA
Cruz, Victoria; BBA
Curras, Alejandro J.; BBA
Currie, Marisa; BBA
Czajkoski, Tristan B.; BBA
Dandy, Samuel M.; BBA
Davidson, Benjamin Taylor; BBA
Davis, Alex R.; BBA
Davis, Heather; BBA
Davis, Keeley Elizabeth; BBA
Davis, Taylor L.; BBA
Davis, Ryan; BBA
DeLauri, Jacob M.; BBA
Diegel, Charles; BBA
Dixon, Cornell L.; BBA
Domingo, Christian; BBA
Dowlen, Shane J.; BBA
Duenas, Felipe Mathew; BBA
Dukatz, Kyle; BBA
Dunn, Madison R.; BBA
Dunn, Mason; BBA
Dyas, Jonathan M.; BBA
Dziuk, Rachel Nicole; BBA
Edwards, Alexandra; BBA
Elmore, Brylan Andrew Delano; BBA
Enriquez Amado, Jacqueline; BBA
Everhard, Kaitlin A.; BBA
Farrar, Jack H.; BBA
Feldman, Peyton D.; BBA
Ferrer, Stephen E.; BBA
Finn, Stephan R.; BBA
Fletcher, Cameron; BBA
Flinn, Kayla; BBA
Fojtik, William; BBA
Franke, Dagny; BBA
Franks, Michelle A.; BBA
Freeh, Shelby Nicole; BBA
Fuchs, Chelsea Dara; BBA
Furman, Samuel John; BBA
Gabrintina, Joseph Alexander; BBA
Galindo, John Anthony; BBA
Garcia, Jesus Alexis; BBA
Garica, Kayla; BBA
Garmon, Garrett C.; BBA
Gasponi, Giulia; BBA
Gates, Amanda; BBA
Geigley, Brooklyn A.; BBA
Germany, Jake Foster; BBA
Gilchrist, Jackson R.; BBA
Gilland, Madeline R.; BBA
Gillis, Dakotah R.; BBA
Gittings, Peyton Avery; BBA
Goden, Nicholas M.; BBA
Goetz, Erika; BBA
Goldstein, Bradley; BBA
Gomez, Howard; BBA
Gonzales, Austin T.; BBA
Gregorek, Cassidy; BBA
Grimes, Caitlynn N.; BBA
Guerra, Jared A.; BBA
Guerrero, Brandi; BBA
Guerrero, Matthew; BBA
Haines, Derek W.; BBA
Halata, Andrew J.; BBA
Hall, Brenonna J.; BBA
Hamilton, Alexander James; BBA
Hanberry, Taylor Ann; BBA
Hardcastle, Gregory; BBA
Townes, Isaiah Cristopher; BBA
Truehardt, Michael J.; BBA
Vaughn-Rivera, Brianna; BBA
Vazquez, Maria Esmeralda Juarez; BBA₁
Velasquez, Jarod L.; BBA
Vu, Linh Yen; BBA₁

Wagner, Chico; BBA
Wells, Madeline S.; BA
Whitsel, Larry Landon; BBA
Whitten, Ashlee J.; BBA
Wilkinson, Joshua V.; BBA
Willoughby, McKenna W.; BBA

Wilson, Ashley M.; BBA³
Wilson, Robert D.; BBA
Wood, Konner E.; BBA
Wright, DeJanee Monique; BBA³
Zamora, Edder I.; BA³
Zermeno, Arielle; BBA

₁Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) ²Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) ³Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Abengowe, Charity N.; BESS³
Aguilar, Alexandra Jacqueline; BESS
Aguilar, Jr., Javier; BESS
Alabi, Azeez; BS
Allen, Desare Victoria; BESS
Anguiano, Skylar Lynn; BESS
Asare, Kwan; BESS
Avery, Kathryn; BESS
Barrera, Santana; BESS
Barton, Ashlee LeAnn; BESS
Barzar, Taryn M.; BESS
Beseda, Madison M.; BESS
Blair, Ryan; BESS
Cadenhead, Emily S.; BESS
Camarillo, Aileen Lizette; BS
Cardenas, Renee; BESS
Carrasco, Jr., Luis Carlos; BESS
Castro, Angelica; BESS
Cervantes, Karla; BESS³
Christner, Emma R.; BESS³
Chu, Tien; BS
Clark, Brooks Everett; BS
Clifford, Hannah D.; BESS
Cody, Maia; BS
Colbert, Kelly L.; BESS
Cooper, Kailey D.; BESS
Cordero, Brittany H.; BESS
Davis, Khaila; BESS
Davis, Mariah Angel; BESS³
Dillard, Courtney Chaise; BESS
Eaton, Mya Danielle; BESS
Espinoza, Stephanie C.; BESS
Estradar, Corrine; BESS
Fairman, Alisen M.; BESS
Flores, Kayla; BS
Fox, Abbey M.; BS
Frank, Nicole A.; BESS
Freire, Sabrina M.; BESS
Fuentes, Jessica Rylie; BS¹
Gallegos, Stephanie; BESS
Galliardt, Timothy Francis; BS
Gannon, Kaylie; BS
Garza, Vanessa G.; BESS
Gilbert, Devin; BESS³
Groth, Jordan C.; BESS
Guerra, Emily B.; BESS
Guerrero, Noemi; BESS
Haverly, Kendrick Charles; BESS
Hay, Alexis Mackenzie; BESS
Hemphill, Madison M.; BESS
High, Morgan Jane; BS²
Hill, Macy; BESS
Holloway, Jessica A.; BHWP
Holmes, Chandler Ayanna; BS²
Hopple, Erik Allen; BESS
Howard, II, Ollen Morrow; BESS
Irvine, Cameron R.; BESS³
Jackson, Jordan; BESS
Jesurun, Miles; BS³²
Johnson, Parker Lee; BS
Jones, Brooke L.; BESS
Jones, Tristan James Arley; BESS
Kelly, Keegan A.; BESS³
Kilman, Emily R.; BHWP
Kinkle, II, Jonathan K.; BESS
Liu, Andy Ming-Yuan; BS²
Logan, D'Angela L.; BHWP
Lopez, Cecilia; BESS
Lopez-Medley, Andrew D.; BS²
Lundgren, Sara; BS³
Magdaniel-Salas, Gabriela; BESS³
Mahoney, Cody; BHWP
Mares, Kevin A.; BESS
Matthews, Morgan Eileen; BHWP
Matula, Kylie R.; BS¹
McNeely, Allyson; BESS
McPherson, Khalil Semaj; BESS
Medina, Josue; BESS
Mejia Aguilar, Cesar L.; BESS
Mendoza, Armand S.; BESS
Miller, Darell W.; BESS
Morrison, Victoria J.; BESS
Neely, Brittney; BESS
Nguyen, Andrew; BESS
Nichols, Cody B.; BESS
Odom, Mitchell Demand; BESS
Okeke, Christopher; BESS
Olivares, Rebecca M.; BESS
Palmer, Jr., Dexter R.; BS²
Pate, Dylan; BESS
Pena, Cheyenne N.; BESS
Pena, Emily L.; BESS
Perez, Brittany G.; BESS
Perron, Charli; BESS
Petaia, Rejane; BS³
Piar, Darci J.; BESS
Pilows, Marta Ann; BS³
Prado, Jasmine Marie; BESS
Rangel, Nicolette Ryan; BESS
Reeves, Shelby; BS
Resendez, Chase D.; BESS
Retherford, Jesse J.; BESS
Reyes, Sonya M.; BESS
Rios, Maria Guadalupe; BESS
Rivas, Nerys; BESS
Robertson, Claire; BS²
Rodriguez Velazco, Valerie N.; BS¹
Rodriguez, Daniella Dakota; BESS
Rohe, Michael Anthony Canete; BESS
Rohe, Jessica C.; BS
Royston, Courtney E.; BS³
Ruiz Celis, Diana L.; BS²
Sanchez, Melissa; BESS
Sawyer, Sarah B.; BS
Schupp, Calvin; BS²
Shmiel, Katrina Nicole; BS³
Silis, Joshua; BS
Silva, Marco Antonio; BESS
Silva, Sara E.; BS
Solis, Evelyn; BESS
Stipp, Shelby Marie; BS²
Stokes, Travis Allen; BESS
Thomton, Adrian S.; BESS
Timmons, LaPorsha Dejone; BS³
Torres, David; BESS
Torres, Jordan; BESS
Tucker, Sheldon N.; BHWP
Vanover-Hallmark, Skylar Bacall; BESS
Ward, Garrett E.; BESS
Watson, Tristan O.; BS²
Williamson, Shelby Louise; BESS
Witt, Jackelyn E.; BESS
Wright, Jacob; BS
Wulf, Dillan Jerod; BS²

¹Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) ²Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) ³Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Abiodun, James; BA
Adams, Mattison N.; BA
Akers, Lauren V.; BFA
Akpam, Wisdom; BS
Albeckova, Manzura; BS
Alderete, Angela V.; BFA
Alexander, Jordan; BS
Alvarado, Brandon Gabriel; BS
Alvarado, Delilah; BS
Amaya, Giovante; BS
Ammons, Ravyin Nikia; BS
Anderson, Brittany Elizabeth; BS
Arevalo, Sergio J.; BA
Arias, Paola J.; BS
Avendano-Castro, Juan Nicolas; BA
Aviles Martinez, Wendy Vanessa; BS
Barron, Maia Alise; BS
Bautista, Nicole Marie; BS
Bazan, Jr., Alejandro; BS
Bazan, Alejandro; BS
Biles, Emilee B.; BS
Bonilla, Jenna Marie; BFA
Bravo Ayala, Ana Norleine; BS
Bridges, Addison; BS
Brown, Jr., Tyrone; BS
Bruce, Lindsey; BFA
Buzonas, Cassandra R.; BFA
Camacho, Victoria; BS
Campbell, Kari Cameron; BA
Cantu, Franchesca Riley; BS
Carlton, Nicholas Wayne; BS
Carter, Olivia Renee; BS
Castilleja, Tristan Jonah; BA
Chaney, Olivia Renee; BS
Chapa, Devon Alexander; BFA
Chappie, Anthony J.; BA
Charalambous, Arianna M.; BS
Christman, Shannon L.; BS
Coats, Sterling M.; BA
Coleman, Ill, Timothy; BA
Connor, Lily Mei Yi Wenzhi; BS
Cortez, Jr., Francisco; BA
Covarrubias-Castaneda, Jaime; BS
Craig, Cailey M.; BS
Cui, Malia A.; BS
Cummings, Alex; BS
Curtis, Chandler Reed; BS
David, III, Ralph E.; BS
Davis, Cameron; BS
De La Cruz, Sydney Rae; BS
Dominguez, Justice A.; BS
Ducat, Colleen Alise; BS
Duffy, Allison R.; BA
Enriquez, Brandon; BS
Erskine, Lauren Lacey; BS
Escalante-Coyote, Juan Manuel; BA
Eyster, Natalie; BS
Fitzsimmons, Samantha Tamora; BS
Flores, Ian M.; BS
Ford-Wing, Diandra T.; BS
Fowler, Caleb; BA
Furlow, Madison June; BS
Gallagher, Erin E.; BA
Garber, Avery; BS
Garcia, Emily A.; BS
Garnet, Lindsey; BS
Gilbert, Savannah; BS
Gist, Kelly Renee; BS
Glass, Kirby Danielle; BA
Goff, Matthew; BA
Gomez, Maria E.; BA
Gonzalez Tapia, Nuria; BA
Gonzalez, Christian; BS
Granberry, Evan C.; BS
Granville, Mylika Carlissa; BS
Guerra, Julie Ana; BA
Haji, Kiran; BA
Hancock, Cameron S.; BA
Harkins, Amanda R.; BA
Harris, Jackson Cole; BA
Harvey, Nicole Mae; BS
Hendrickson, Peyton M.; BS
Henley, Mikal Clovis; BS
Hernandez, Michele A.; BFA
Hernandez, Steven O.; BS
Hicks, Megan Taylor; BFA
Hoffman, Alicea Selene; BS
Holland, Dylan C.; BA
Horn, Ashley A.; BS
Irizarry, Kaylise R.; BS
Jacks, Megan Ashley; BS
Jankowski, Stephanie Patricia; BS
Jenson, Rebecca Danielle; BFA
Jones, Zuri; BA
Keen, Adam P.; BS
Kennedy, Matthew E.; BFA
Kinney, Jennifer C.; BA
Knight, James Dylan; BS
Koroma, Bernardette; BS
Krupp, Natalie M.; BS
Kunasz, Melanie M.; BA
Kyzar, Kara L.; BS
Lattimer, Amanda Marie; BS
Lawrie, Christopher D.; BA
Lemmond, Gretchen; BS
Little, Tanner; BS
Lloyd, Alice; BS
Logan, Mariana; BA
Logan, Tkeyah; BA
Lopez-Gonzalez, Lessly Annette; BS
Ludovici, Sophia Rose; BFA
Luna, Jaime; BM
Martinez, Jennifer Erin; BA
Martinez, Melody J.; BS
Martinez, Meredith Alexandra; BS
Mayfield, Payton A.; BFA
McCalla, Destiny Linneth; BS
McCoy, Dillon; BA
McElroy, Cody Layne; BS
Miller, Joshua; BA
Montemayor Perez, Hector A.; BS
Moore, Jameson; BS
Moore, Kami Rose; BS
Morgan, Owen N.; BA
Moss, Megan Linsay; BFA
Mueller, Maggie J.; BS
Murray, Lucas J.; BA
Naizer, Matthew J.; BM
Najera Romero, Cesar Alberto; BFA
Nava, Valeria E.; BS
Neel, Samantha J.; BFA
Nelson, Carly J.; BS
Norrie, Jake A.; BS
Orozco, David; BS
Otting, Landry Nicholas; BS
Ousey, Mary Katherine; BS
Ousley, McKenzie T.; BFA
Parks, Darbie; BS
Parris, Reed; BS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree/Program</th>
<th>Honors Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Nellie M.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrea, Kassie R.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pettigrew, Kolin Ray</td>
<td>BFA²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickney, Faith Marie</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinales, Armanda Julies</td>
<td>BS³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk, Erieka Amanda</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portillo, Ritchie</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portillo, Robertta Antonio</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulido, Briana</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quichocho, Felicia Rose</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn, Faydra A.</td>
<td>BA³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabb, Alexandra S.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramirez, Alexandra C.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramirez, Stacey G.</td>
<td>BS²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagan, Christopher C.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reape, Julia Claire</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rees, Elizabeth M.</td>
<td>BFA¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Rommetta Nandell</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers, Janaya Y.</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romo, Ashley Halford</td>
<td>BS¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, Sophie A.</td>
<td>BS²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakowitz, Jordan R.</td>
<td>BFA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinas De La Garza, Dana T.</td>
<td>BFA¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal, Andrew</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selby, Kamron Mitchell</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherian, Dania Mukhtar</td>
<td>BA³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherrill, Alicia RaeAnn</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shevlin, Erin</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, James</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Tyler</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Vanessa Christina</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithson, Jarric I.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommerfeldt, Ashley Amelia</td>
<td>BA³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotelo, Aliza Belle</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinfort-Springer, Brianna</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart, Logan Bryce</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stolley, Hanna M.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stolley, Julieanna R.</td>
<td>BFA²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafolla, Victoria Marie</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornhill, Logan E.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigert, Mary Katie Scarlett</td>
<td>BA¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindall, Alyssa</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindell, Madison F.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaught, Ethan Thomas</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villareal, Dulce R.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, Maximilian Hugh</td>
<td>BFA¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Kaitlyn B.</td>
<td>BS²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Ill, William James</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Cheyenne Christian</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Jaquarry</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Jessica R.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmerman, Maximiliano P.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) ²Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) ³Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Ruth B. Welborn, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Aberegg, Sydney; BHA
Ajibolade, Rayna Tolulope; BHA
Alsaedi, Ahmed; BSCLS
Appel, Emily G.; BS³
Armenta, Valery Alyse; BHA
Bachman, Kailye B.; BHA
Barajas, Alexia Nety; BHA
Benavides, Analysa N.; BHA³
Breazeale, Shelby Denise; BHA
Brooks, Rebekah Victoria; BHA²
Brown, Jayla Nicole; BHA
Castillo, Nicholas Anthony; BSCLS
Dinh, Julie Dung; BSCLS
Dye, Madison Paige; BHA³
Frejil-Hernandez, Jr., Juan C.; BSCLS
Green, Jill; BSCLS
Guajardo, Troy; BS
Guerrero, Alegría A.; BHA
Guillen-Vanegas, Elizabeth; BS
Hernandez, Amber-Lynn; BHA
Hernandez, Ana P.; BS
Hernandez, Ashley Rose; BSRC
Hernandez, Princess I.; BHA
Howe, John Travis; BSHIM
Howell, Dayna; BHA³
Hubbard, Nicole Lynne; BHA
Jimenez, Sabrina; BHA³
Jimmerson, Byron Paul; BHA
Kerr, Austin T.; BHA³
Koustobardis, Michelle Elizabeth; BSCLS²
Labra-Zuniga, Irais; BHA
Leonardis, Azanet; BSCLS²
Lopez, Frida; BS³
Marks, Otila; BSCLS
Mills, Shawntavius D.; BHA
Nwose, Adimebuo; BHA
Pham, Phung; BSCLS¹
Picioccio, Amanda L.; BHA³
Pool, Dawniel Denise; BSCLS²
Ramirez, Victoria R.; BS
Redding, Doryan Elise; BSCLS³
Reyes, Ryan; BSCLS¹
Roberts, Chad; BSCLS
Sonn, Kelliann D.; BHA³
Ton, Jenny; BSCLS
Wages, Adriana M.; BHA³
Wellbrock, Aaron; BHA³
Witt, Matthew L.; BSCLS
Yarbrough, Hannah Rashelle; BSCLS¹
Zamora, Nina Marie; BS
Zevallos, Ashley; BHA

¹Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) ²Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) ³Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Abney, Chloe; BAIS
Aguirre, Sarie Schoenstatt; BAIS
Alford, Nairobi; BA
Almendrez, Sarah; BA³
Alvarado, Allison Hannah; BA
Alvarez, Karina A.; BA
Amsbury, Emma Marie; BA
Anderson, Selena I.; BA³
Arrington, Kasey; BA
Ayala, Raven C.; BA
Bakhshi, Nicholas; BAIS
Baliton, Jeffrey Ramirez; BA
Ball, Robert; BS
Barajas, Elyssa; BA
Barry, Erin Danielle; BA¹
Barton, Marcus Aaron; BS¹
Basalla, Kristen Elizabeth; BA
Beard, Daley; BA
Berkey, Gabriella L.; BA
Beronio, Bianca L.; BA²
Billao, Jennie; BA
Blackburn, Mary; BS¹
Blacksheep, Nicholas; BA
Blevins, Aric C.; BA
Bourjault, Jodie; BA
Bradshaw, Olivia Ann; BS
Breaux, Rylan A.; BPA
Brito, Idalia Rae; BA
Broussard, Kara D.; BS
Brown, Zachary; BS
Bubar, David J.; BS
Buehring, Clayton Daniel; BS²
Buesinger, Emmalee G.; BPA
Bull, Jeffery Ryan; BA
Burrus, Blake Paul; BA³
Burrus, Denver Teague; BA³
Burton, Tracey M.; BS
Bussone-Petrosewicz, Emma K.; BA
Bustamante, Serena Lynn Camacho; BA²
Buxkamper, Lauren M.; BA
Cabay, Jennifer; BA
Cadena, Jatziri; BA
Calderon, Raquel V.; BA
Cantu, Gabrielle A.; BA
Carmona, Claudia; BA
Carion, Alexia K.; BA
Cassar, Sloan Elizabeth; BS
Cavazos, Indigo; BA
Chalfant, Stephanie M.; BA
Chastain, Clayton P.; BA²
Clark, Sierra E.; BA
Clifford, Theresa Mae; BS
Clower, Benjamin Jacob; BS
Colgan, Kevin Scott; BS¹
Collins, Myia Patricia; BS
Companion, Sean Thomas; BS
Cook, Gabrielle Lane; BA
Cooper, Marissa; BPA
Cordova Soltero, Arisbeth; BS
Covington, Brittni Marie; BS
Cox, Haley; BA¹
Coyt, Analissa M.; BS
Crownover, Jack A.; BA¹
Cruz Arredondo, Ana E.; BAIS³
Cruz, Jr., James E.; BA
Cruz, Kayla Yvonne; BA²
Custer, Taylor O.; BA
De la Cerda, Janelle Denise; BA
De La Garrigue, Jake W.; BA²
De la Garza, Robert Allen; BA
De La Rosa, Laura V.; BA
Deans, Faith E.; BS
Deleon, Michelle Renee; BA
Delgado-Corcho, Bianca Lizbeth; BS
Diaz, Marcus Isaiah; BS
Diaz, Vanessa L.; BA¹
Dill, Taylor; BA
Dodge, Nicole A.; BAIS
Domínguez, Corina I.; BA
Dorrow, Rebekah Hope; BS
Dozier, Jessica R.; BA
Eacrett, Katherine Gloria; BAIS¹
Eastty, John; BA
Elliott, Erin; BA¹
Embley, Angelica; BA
Erskins, Kaylyn; BS²
Escobar, Kimberly; BA
Espinoza, Jocelyn; BA
Ethridge, Scottie Eldon; BA
Evers, Kaylee L.; BS
Farrar, Andria L.; BA
Flanagan, Cristen J.; BA²
Fleming, Kaitlyn A.; BS²
Ford, Breeann; BS
Foster, Stephanie Rhea; BA
Francis-Cadoree, William Isaiah; BA
Fry, Katie Elizabeth; BA
Gabreleski, Rebecca Lynn; BA
Gaines, Elisabeth Ayana; BA
Galindo, Zenaida Aleen; BA¹
Galvan, Jasmine N.; BA
Galvan, Jason Eduardo; BS
Gann, Grant Robert; BAIS
Garcia, Courtney Lynn; BS
Garcia, Lisette Anahi; BA³
Garcia, Samantha N.; BS
Garza, Elena M.; BA
Garza, Katya D.; BA
Garza, Linda S.; BA³
Gasca, Julisa S.; BA
Gassett, Zachary; BS
Gertner, Evan W.; BPA
Giusti, Brandon M.; BA
Glasheen, Rachel; BS
Goffney, Il, Edward W.; BA
Gomez, Christina M.; BA
Gonzalez, Amado; BA
Gonzalez, Jacob R.; BS
Gooden, Jasmine; BS
Goodwin, Michael Christian; BA³
Gracia, Nery; BA
Grayum, Sara; BA¹
Greene, Zachary O.; BS
Gregory, Hanna Elizabeth; BS¹
Hamidullah, Laila; BA
Harrell, Sydney Kathryn; BA²
Hayes, Brady; BA
Hayes, Sydney E.; BS
Heard, Maylea Rochelle; BA
Hellberg, Ethan R.; BA
Henderson, Maulibriana Jaslyn; BA
Henderson, Ursula; BS¹
Hennigan, Jacob Matthew; BA²
Hermida, Amairany; BS
Hernandez, Salma R.; BA
Hernandez-Gonzalez, Alejandro; BA
Hilgers, Remington T.; BA
Hively, Jackson; BA
Hohman, Sunnie L.; BA
Hyden, Steven Michael; BS
Jensen, Eric Matthew; BS
Jimenez-Ayala, Kevin A.; BS
Johnson, Jeremiah D.; BA
Johnson, Khalil D.; BA
Johnson, Lyric Devine; BA²
Jorge, II, Alberto; BA
Kaulbach, Madeline; BS¹
Ketiku, Adefunmike; BA
King, Paige A.; BA
Kobylyak, Stephany; BA
Kuehn, McKinsey; BS
Lawyer, Luke A.; BA
LeBouef, Lexie D.; BS
Leija, Raquel; BA
Leon, Jr., Cesar; BA
Leony, Cassandra; BA
Lizama, Kenny Ossiel; BA
Lopez, Ashlee Lorena; BA
Lopez, Ashley Brooke; BA
Lopez, Matthus A.; BS
Lopez, Samantha M.; BAIS
Lorence, Isabella; BS
Lugo, Jr., Rosemary; BA
Lujan, Audrie N.; BAIS
Maggio, III, Christopher; BAIS
Maldonado, Anna K.; BA
Malyar, Naomi M.; BS
Mankin, Kylie Sierra; BAIS
Marquez, Ileane Nyzza; BA
Martinez, John M.; BA
Martinez, Michael; BA
Martinez, Shuree K.; BA
Martinez, Steven Michael; BS
Mata, Jadah Nichole; BS
McClain, Mikhaila Dominique; BA
McLean, Dominique; BA
Meier, Aaron; BA
Melton, Justyna Rosario Martinez; BA
Meyer, Jessica M.; BS
Mieras-Savage, Madison Ashley; BA
Mispagel, Sylvia E.; BS
Morang, Paulanea M.; BA
Mudd, Philip; BA
Mule, Taylor Nicole; BA
Murphy, Hope V.; BA
Neal, Jewel A.; BA
Newman, Patricia Ann; BA
Nichols, Dustin; BA
Nunez, Isabella R.; BAIS
Olguin, David Urbano; BS
Oliveras, Anissa D.; BS
Olususi, Kareematt Adebusola; BA
Ortega, Emily A.; BA
Ortiz Mancilla, Misael; BA
Osorio, Ashley; BA
Page, Valerie; BA
Parker, Ruben Gilmore; BA
Patterson, Lauren E.; BA
Pechous, Brynna C.; BA
Pena, Zoe Nicole; BS
Perez, Brittany E.; BA
Perez, Zachary; BA
Pharr, Claudia C.; BA
Pilkenton, Jordan A.; BA
Placke, Megan Marie; BA
Pringle, Garrett J.; BPA
Provencio, Catherine L.; BA
Ptacek, Casey Renee; BA
Pulido, Deyra M.; BS
Ramirez, Aileen; BA
Ramirez, Jr., Rodrigo; BS
Ramirez, Luis C.; BA
Ramirez, Phillip R.; BA
Ramsey, Austen N.; BS
Rangel, Esteban; BS
Rebolledo, Mariela L.; BA
Rech, Adam; BA
Reid, Kaitlyn N.; BA
Rendon, Jr., Juan Antonio; BS
Rhodes, Madilynne; BA
Rimmer, Haley A.; BA
Roberts, Haley D.; BA
Robinson, Alexus Nichole; BS
Robinson, Ashley Nicole; BA
Rodriguez, Adrian A.; BA
Rodriguez, Mariah; BA
Rodriguez, Nyssa B.; BS
Roming, Lindsey D.; BAIS
Ruiz Vazquez, Cassandra; BS
Ruiz, Laura E.; BA
Rutledge, Jessie C.; BS
Salas, Lauren; BA
Samaniego, Gabriella; BA
Saucedo, Karen Alexa; BAIS
Sawyer, Deshawn Danielle; BA
ScerWois, Megan Ann; BAIS
Scheff, Mateus; BA
Schoellmann, Rafael C.; BA
Schultz, Ellen M.; BA
Scott, Alexander C.; BA
Seddon, Ciana; BA
Shelvin, Emari Alise; BA
Shirk, Kierah Rochelle; BAIS
Shivers, Jacqueline M.; BA
Sills, Graciele E.; BA
Sloan, Serene Elizabeth; BS
Smenner, Maya Paloma; BA
Smith, Alexandria Yvonne; BA
Smith, Caroline Maxine; BA
Smith, Skylar; BA
Solley, Lauren A.; BA
Speir, Samantha R.; BS
Stephenson, Brooke J.; BAIS
Stevens, Summer; BA
Stewart, Patrick I.; BPA
Styles, Hayley Brianna; BS
Sweet, Lindsay A.; BA
Tanner, Sarah E.; BA
Tauriac, Kaelli; BS
Teichman, Alexis Marie; BA
Thomas, Ashley Rene; BS
Thomas, McKenzie; BA
Thompson, Alexandra Claire; BA
Thompson, Dakota Hunter; BA
Tichy, James R.; BPA
Toc Lopez, Joselyn; BS
Tolbert, Natalya Marie; BA
Tolsma, Dillon; BA
Toral, Noelle; BA
Trahan, Kyle Joseph; BA
Troxel, Edward E.; BA
Underwood, Ashlyn Taylor; BA
Vanwagner, Haley C.; BA
Vasquez, Alondra A.; BS
Vasquez, Harry Monir; BA
Vazquez, Rachel G.; BA
Vaughn Bell, Brianna; BA
Vazquez, Gino Isaac; BA
Veit, Colleen; BA
Veneziano, Joshua J.; BA
Villa, Elsa N.; BS
Villarreal, Jessica; BA
Villegas, Mariah Symone; BS
Wallace, Clayton B.; BS
Watson, Nicole R.; BA
Weaver, Leann G.; BA
Webster, Keuna Lashai; BA
Weirich, Jane; BA
Williams, John Grafton; BA
Williams, Kimberly Charlotte; BS
Wilson, Kona B.; BA
Wright, Chavis; BA
Wright, Madison N.; BA
Zapata, Daniel; BA

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Francione, Aubrey Marie; BS
Fuller, Joshua Scott; BS
Garcia Salinas, Sidra; BS
Gay, III, Phillip; BS
Gaytan, Elijah Christian; BS³
Gomez, Andres; BS
Gonzalez, Nicholas Marc; BA¹
Grassel, Christopher; BS²
Greenberg, Daniel Mires; BA²
Guzman, Alexis Vega; BS
Hall, Christopher Adam; BST
Hall, Trevor; BS
Hayden, Keith; BS
Heacox, Noah; BS
Head, Brittany Amber; BS²
Hendricks, Deontee Kordell; BA
Hernandez, Danny; BS³
Hernandez, Michelle; BS
Herrera, Myarae A.; BS
Higgins, Shyann Mykayla; BS³
Hodson, Alexander Raymond; BST
Hope, Jacob Morgan; BS
Huerta, Laura Alyssa; BS
Jackson, Desmond M.; BS
Jackuback, Chase Michael; BS
Jasek, Jessica; BS
Johnson, Braxton; BST
Juanillo, Andrea Ester; BS
Kalibe, Chinoa; BS
Kaufman, Katelynn Renee; BS
Kelley, Brianna Rychelle; BS
Kennedy, Carson J.; BS
Key, Alexander; BS
Khosroprovoy, Donya Bronte; BS
King, Tyler Franklin; BST
Kolafa, Lane Charles; BST
Kolodejcak, Blake R.; BST
Krull, Adam Quincy; BS¹
Le, Ky Ba; BS²
Little, Alexander J.; BS²
Lujan, Matthew; BS
Maciel, Brianna Ericka; BS³
Maku, Renya; BS
Martinez, Annalise; BS
Martinez, Kassandra; BS
Martinez, Veronica; BS³
Mathew, Edwin; BS
Mauldin, Johnpaul; BS
McCarty, Austin; BS
McClendon, Tehya Renee; BS
McCluskey, Jr., Thomas Lance; BS¹
McCray, Warren Marcus; BS
McGonigle, Ryan P.; BS
Merrick, Tyrese O.; BS
Moeller, Tristan Timmons; BA
Mohamed, Amira Hosni; BS³
Moore, Skylar Adam; BST
Morales, Matthew I.; BA
Mozee, II, Cornelius Alec; BS
Munoz, Andrea E.; BS
Murray, Katherine Alexandra; BS³
Myers, II, Dennis James; BS
Myhre, Mitchell Westby; BS
Myrhang, Brittany Nicole; BS
Najar, Selena Rose; BS
Naphaivong, Faith Q.; BS
Nevez, Luis F.; BS
Nimtz, Sydney N.; BS
Nwokem, Ugoma Chinelo Queenette; BS³
Orch, Charlie S.; BS
Orosco-Keenan, Jordan Victoria; BS
Ortiz, Sergio; BS
Oviude Cazares, Jose G.; BS
Parker, Imani Kiara; BS
Parker, Jessica Cheyene; BS³
Paul, Caitlin G.; BS
Paul, Stephen Varun; BS³
Peña, Tania; BS
Perez, Ill, Jose; BS
Perkins, Tyler Elliott; BS
Pettyjohn, Alexander Michael; BS²
Pierce, Mathew Alexander; BS
Pinales, Armando Julies; BS³
Pullman, Lyric Labeau; BS
Quichcho, Xandria Raemyn; BS
Quiroz, Derek Isaac; BS
Rajadurai, Aravind; BA
Randall, Jessica Morgan; BS³
Rangel, Wendy Michelle; BS
Rasheed, Muhammed; BS
Rauch, Ryan J.; BS
Reese, Brendan D.; BS
Rege, Shyamapriya; BS
Ressler, Maya A.; BS
Robinson, Samantha Marguerite; BS
Rocha, David M.; BS
Rodela, Andrew; BS
Rodriguez, Christian Anthony; BS
Rodriguez, Matthew Christian; BA
Rodriguez, Yeyetzi Arizbe; BS
Rosas, Damaso H.; BS
Saldana, Jason; BA
Salinas, Carissa A.; BS
Sanchez, Ashley Nicole; BA
Saucedo, Bertha; BS
Scott, Paxton A.; BS
Seavey, Hannah Nicole; BS
Segundo, Genisis Lissette; BS
Shannon, Kelsey Lang; BS
Shmidl, Stacie; BS
Shull, Tobias John; BS
Sierra, Ashley Nicole; BS
Smith, Jr Rayven Marcedes; BS
Smith, Michael A.; BS
Solis, Kaitlyn Rochelle; BST
Somers, Daniel Scott; BS
Sorto, Lucia E.; BS
Sparr, Jordan; BS
Stamper, Clayton Matthew; BS
Surley, Traveler H.; BS
Sykes, Shaterria L.; BS
Tapia, Alejandra; BST
Tijerina, Marisol S.; BS
Tomlinson, Robert; BS
Torres, Jr., Juan; BS
Torres, Julio; BS
Trujillo, Isaac Atticus; BS
Tyler, Alexander M.; BS
Umana, Cristina Argentina; BS
Valadez, Jr., Ty C.; BS
Velasquez, Tara Lee; BS
Webster, Kelby L.; BS
West, Emma C.; BS
White, Dylan M.; BS
Williamson, Travis Michael; BS
Wilson, Amberlynn; BS
Wilson, Mitchell; BS
Wilson, Sierra Ajia; BA
Wright, Hanna Elise; BS
Wursthorn, Wesley A.; BST
Young, Ryan Daniel; BS
Yuan, Yuhang; BS
Zander, Brynna B.; BS
Zarate, Oscar Zachary; BST

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
## BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

| Allen, Megan A.; BGS | Jaramillo, Isela; BGS | Pena, Elizabeth; BGS |
| Barnhill, Madison; BGS | Jasien, Amelia R.; BGS | Perez, III, Arnulfo; BGS |
| Blacklock, Rashawn; BGS | Jensen, Greshch Anthony; BGS<sup>1</sup> | Ramirez, Isaac L.; BGS |
| Blankenship, Jaclyn Ilene; BGS | Jimenez, Sarah Diane; BGS | Reich, Peyton; BGS |
| Borski, Shelby Joelle; BGS | Jones, Cameo Jalayna; BGS<sup>1</sup> | Rosales, Elaina; BGS |
| Casallo-Ospinal, Daily Ruth; BGS | Jones, Nathan John; BGS | Sanchez, Richard Smith; BGS |
| Dailey, Jr., Raymond Emery; BGS | Keiser, Matthew; BGS | Silva, Christopher; BGS |
| Delgado, Aaron; BGS | Klosterboer, Ethan; BGS | Smith, Joseph H.; BGS |
| Dinwiddie, Micaiah; BGS | LaField, Dalton J.; BGS | Thomas, Troy; BGS |
| Garcia, Byron; BGS | Lara, Kyle; BGS | Treadwell, Dana N.; BGS |
| Glascock, Kaitlyn; BGS | Leinen, Neil T.; BGS | Trybula, Justin William; BGS |
| Gonzales, Brianne Jeanette; BGS | Licona, Ingrith; BGS<sup>2</sup> | Turner, Katherine S.; BGS |
| Gress, Kyle C.; BGS | Mallett, Baylee Nicole; BGS | Twizerimana, Lidia; BGS |
| Hall, Madison Alyssa; BGS | McAdoo, Rebecca Anne; BGS | Underwood, Joshua; BGS |
| Harper, Jaylan A.; BGS | McElreath, Alec; BGS | Warren, Lincoln Allen; BGS |
| Harris, Hannah M.; BGS | Minnitt, Delicia Dominique; BGS | Weiss, Forrest S.; BGS |
| Hernandez, Lee Jay; BGS | Montano, Drew; BGS | Whitehead, Jace S.; BGS |
| Hill, Kailey Maegan; BGS | Morrison, Justin; BGS | Woessner, Robert; BGS<sup>1</sup> |
| Huskey, Chyenne Rae; BGS | Pacheco, Jr., Alvin Karl; BGS | Wright, Aaron; BGS |
| Jaramillo, Alejandro Ivan; BGS | Pagel, Katie J.; BGS | |

<sup>1</sup>Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA)  <sup>2</sup>Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA)  <sup>3</sup>Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
BUIE, PEYTON ALLEN
The Efficacy of the Apartment Borzoi
Supervising Professor: Dr. R. Jon McGee, Department of Anthropology

KOUSTOUBARDIS, MICHELLE ELIZABETH
How Sex Education Affects Public Health Outcomes
Supervising Professor: Dr. Paula Stigler Granados, School of Health Administration

MULE, TAYLOR NICOLE
Impact of Parental Cohabiting Status and Conflict on Preschoolers’ Emotional and Behavioral Engagement
Supervising Professor: Dr. Priscilla Goble, School of Family and Consumer Sciences

PATTERSON, LAUREN E.
Is It Too Late to Create? A Study of Children’s Literature and Adult Creativity
Supervising Professor: Dr. Claire Canavan, Department of Theatre and Dance
Texas is ranked amongst the leading economies in the world. In order to ensure continued economic prosperity in a technology and information dominant era, Texas needs a workforce with higher education credentials. Toward this end, Texas State University offers 98 bachelor’s, 91 master’s and specialist’s, and 14 doctoral degree programs. However, in addition to earning a degree in higher education, students need to be aware of and communicate skills that they acquire through a program of study to potential employers.

In 2015, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board launched the 60x30TX Texas Higher Education Strategic Plan which focuses on student success, including striving for a target of 60 percent of 25-34 year old Texans to hold a certificate or degree by 2030. Included in the new plan is a goal that states that by the year 2030, all graduates from Texas public institutions of higher education will have completed degree programs with identified Marketable Skills. Marketable Skills in the 60x30TX plan are defined as those skills valued by employers that can be applied in a variety of work settings, including interpersonal, cognitive, and applied skill areas. These skills can be either primary or complementary to a major and are acquired by students through education, including curricular, co-curricular, and extracurricular activities.

In 2019, a process was designed whereby Marketable Skills were identified for every certificate and degree program that is offered at Texas State. Through a faculty-driven reporting system that is published on the Office of the Provost and VP for Academic Affairs webpage, Texas State students have access to Marketable Skills that will facilitate decision making about their professional careers. Marketable Skills also assist graduates in building a strong a profile and resume when they seek placement in the workforce.
Message from the Alumni Association President

Congratulations, Bobcats! On behalf of the Texas State University Alumni Association, it is my pleasure to congratulate you on your graduation and welcome you to our Bobcat alumni family. As you embark on the next phase of your life, remember you are not alone – you are now one of over 200,000 Bobcats worldwide! The purpose of the Alumni Association is to increase the connection alumni have with Texas State and provide opportunities for alumni to strengthen their connection with other Bobcats. I encourage you to take advantage of the great programs and events the Alumni Association sponsors and organizes.

To get started, here are some easy ways to get involved:

**Stay Connected.** Join our alumni online community, be part of the Bobcat Network on social media, share your story with us on Facebook or Twitter, and stay informed about what is happening at Texas State. Discover all that Texas State has to offer you not just now, but for a lifetime. For example, looking for a job? Texas State Career Services are available to alumni, too!

**Become a Life Member.** Joining the Alumni Association is the perfect way to demonstrate your Bobcat Pride and Spirit, gain access to a variety of benefits and create a lasting legacy. Your membership helps you remain a vital part of the Bobcat experience, powers alumni programming, strengthens the University and enhances student life. Special rates are available exclusively for new graduates.

**Be Involved.** Whether participating in a Texas State Alumni Chapter or group, attending alumni events or athletic events, you can join thousands of alumni who work together to preserve the excellence of Texas State University.

**Give Back.** The value of your degree is enhanced by the number of alumni who give back to the University, and there are many ways to do so. Volunteering with the Association or your college/department, serving as an advocate for Texas State by recruiting prospective Bobcats, or making a contribution during Step Up for State (our annual day-of-giving), are all great ways to support the Texas State Community.

You worked hard to earn your degree, and your Alma Mater is proud of you. Remember, our slogan of “Once a Bobcat, always a Bobcat,” means Texas State will always be an important part of you, and you will always be an important part of Texas State. Be a part of your Alumni Association, demonstrate your Bobcat Pride, and join the Alumni Association today at alumni.txstate.edu. I wish you all the best on your post-graduation endeavors, and I hope to meet many of you at future alumni events.

Again, we welcome you, congratulate you, and look forward to helping you maintain your relationship with Texas State University.

Once a Bobcat, always a Bobcat!

Cindy Williams, ’77
President, Texas State State Alumni Association
"The noblest search is the search for excellence."

- Lyndon B. Johnson, Thirty-Sixth President of the United States, 1963-1969
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